
RECURSIVE DENSITY TYPES. I

BY

H. GONSHOR AND G. RICE

1. Introduction. The theory of recursive density types was introduced by

Medvedev [1] and studied by Pavlova [2], [3]. Rice [4] made use of the concept in

order to characterize B*, the class of recursively bounded orders. In this paper we

shall develop an algebra of recursive density types (called densities for short)

analogous to Dekker's theory of recursive equivalence types. In order to keep

this work self-contained, theorems probably proved by Pavlova [3] in her paper

which was unavailable to us will be proved here. It will be seen that interesting

phenomena occur here which do not occur in more traditional cardinality theories.

As far as possible, Dekker's notation for numbers, sets, and classes will be used.

In addition the following notations will be adopted. If a is an infinite set, then

a(n) is the function enumerating a in order of size. Sometimes a will be used to

represent the function providing there is no danger of confusion. Also n(a, x)

will denote the number of elements in a not greater than x.

2. Definition and elementary properties of densities.    Definition

ß ^ a <-> (3 recursive h){ix){n[ß, h(x)] ^ n(a, x)}.

Several consequences follow immediately from the definition.

(1) « may be taken to be strictly increasing.

(2) It is sufficient to require the inequality only for all x^x0 where x0 is

fixed.

(3) If a and ß have finite cardinality, then /? ä a <-> card ßï;card a. If a has

finite cardinality and ß does not, then ß^a but —,(a^ß).

(4) For infinite a and ß the definition can be expressed equivalently in function

language as

ß ;> oc<-> (3 recursive «)(V«)[j5(«) ^ ha(n)].

Remarks analogous to (1) and (2) hold here also; in fact, it is advisable to use

(1) in proving the equivalence of (4) and the original definition.

(5) a^ß-^ß^a.   (Vn)[ß(n)^a(n)]-+ ß^a.

Since by (3) the behavior of finite sets is as trivially expected we shall be con-

cerned primarily with infinite sets and thus (4) will be applicable.

^ is a reflexive and transitive relation, hence by partially ordered set theory,

if a~ß is defined as "a^ß and ß}ta", then ~ is an equivalence relation and the
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equivalence classes which we shall call densities form a partially ordered set A

in the induced ordering. As usual, ä denotes the class containing a. It is clear from

remark (5) that ¿ is the maximum element of A where e is the set of all nonnegative

integers. By (3), the class generated by a finite set can be identified with the cardi-

nality of that set, and then ^ agrees with its usual meaning for numbers. Such

classes will be called finite and all others infinite. Again from remark (3), every

finite class is less than every infinite class.

We shall now start gradually getting less trivial. Note first that a rephrasing of

one of the definitions for hyperimmune sets is that ¿ is exactly the class of non-

hyperimmune sets. In case this might suggest that classes are too big to be of

interest, we also have the result that if a is hyperimmune and ne a then

ä t¿ a —(ri)

i.e. deletion of one element is enough to decrease the type. This has been shown

several times in the literature (pre-Pavlova) and is easy to see. As a hint to the

reader, the basic idea of the proof is that the family of recursive functions is closed

under the induction schema.

3. Comparison with other relations in the literature. Note first that every degree

of unsolvability has a nonhyperimmune representative. Thus it is possible that

ä=ß with a and ß being of different degrees and that ä==ß with a and ß being of the

same degree. Furthermore, the existence of immune sets which are not hyperimmune

shows that it is possible that ä=ß but rec. (a)^rec. 03) in the sense of Dekker.

The rest of this section will be used to show that it is possible that ä^ß but

rec. (<*)=rec. (ß).

More specifically we shall prove the following :

Theorem I. There exists a hyperimmune set which is recursively equivalent

to a nonhyperimmune set. (Remark: It is interesting to note, in contrast, that the

property of being immune as well as that of being hyper-hyperimmune is preserved

under recursive equivalence.)

Proof. Note first that every partial recursive function is bounded by a partial

recursive 1-1 function. In fact, if the sequence of pairs (xn,yn) represents a re-

cursive generation of the given partial recursive function, then [xn, (maxi;în y,)+n]

represents a partial recursive 1-1 function bounding the given function. This

remark will be used at the end of the proof. We now study Gödel numbers and a

special recursive functional. We shall use qn for the standard enumeration of the

partial recursive function.

Let [F/](«) = [maxmSn/(«z)]-|-«-|-l. Then [F/](n) >/(«) for all « and If is

strictly increasing. Since Fis a recursive functional, there exists a recursive function

h such that T(qn)=qh(n) for all recursive qn. h can be chosen so that h(ri)>n and

h(n + l)>h(ri) for all «. Let a be a Gödel number of the function/ where/(«) = n
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for all n. Define r by z-(0) = a and r(n+ l) = hr(n). Then r is strictly increasing since

«(«) > n.

Now choose x„^r(«) so that qXn is strictly increasing recursive, and for all

y Sj r(n) such that qy is strictly increasing recursive qXn(xn) = qy(y). Note that since

q,(0)=qa, xn is defined for all «.

Lemma 1. r(n)<xN+x. Hence xn<xn+1.

Proof. Suppose yúr(ri) is an index of a recursive function. Then h(y)~¿hr(n)

= r(n+l). Hence h(y) is a candidate for the choice of xn+1. Now qh(y)[h(y)]

>^hw[y]>qy[y] since qy(y) is strictly increasing, h(y)>y, and qMy)(n)>qy(n) for

all «. Hence y¥=xn+1. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 2. gx„(xn) z'i strictly increasing.

Proof. From the proof of the previous lemma, qmxn)[h(Xn)]>qxn(Xn)- Hence a

fortiori #*n+£xn+x) > qXn(xn).

Now comes the critical point of the argument. Since x„ ̂  r(«), xn is recursively

bounded.

Lemma 3. qXtt(xn) +1 is not a recursively bounded function ofin.

Proof. Let y be an index of a strictly increasing recursive function. By Lemma 2

it suffices to find an « such that qxJxn) + l >qy(n). Note that there is no loss in

generality in assuming that y > r(0) since every function has infinitely many indices.

Then (3n)(r(n-l)<yèr(n)).

By choice of xn, qXn(xix)=<ly(y)- Since r is strictly increasing, y^n. Since qy is

strictly increasing, qy(y)^qy(n). Hence qXn(xn)^qy(n). This proves that qXn(xn)

+ l>qy(n).    Q.E.D.

Thus we found a partial recursive function qx(x) +1 which maps a recursively

bounded set onto a set which is not recursively bounded. We now make our

promised use of a remark made earlier and conclude that qx(x)+1 is bounded by a

partial recursive 1-1 function P(x). P(xn) also is not a recursively bounded function

of «. This is obvious but not absolutely obvious since P(xn) is not necessarily

increasing as a function of «.

However, the «th term of the set P{xn} arranged in order of size must be at least

ÇxSxn) + l- (Throughout this discussion it is important not to confuse/(x) as a

function of x with/(x„) as a function of«.)

Thus we have finally shown that P sets up a recursive equivalence between the

nonhyperimmune set {x„} and the hyperimmune setf{xn}. This proves the theorem.

Note. Incidentally, by the remarks at the end of the statement of the theorem

we have constructed, as a by-product, an immune set {x„} which is not hyper-

immune and a hyperimmune set P{xn} which is not hyper-hyperimmune. An example

of the former is due to Post and of the latter to Yates.
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4. Lattice properties.

Theorem 2. The densities form a lattice with

âU/5 = min K«), jS(«)]

and

ä n ß = max [a(«), ß{ri)}.

(Note that the function form is used in the definition. To those familiar with

functional analysis, the min and max might appear to be reversed, but it must be

remembered that the larger the function, the smaller the density. Also the rule

does not cover the finite elements but their behavior is trivial anyway.)

Proof. It suffices to work with the representatives a, ß, and min (a, ß). Clearly

min (a, ß)^a and min {a, ß)^ß. (h can even be taken to be the identity function.)

Let y ï: a and y^ß. Then 3 recursive hx, h2 such that y(ri)Shxa(ri) and y{ri)Sh2a{ri).

Let « = max (hx, h2). Then h is recursive. Also y(ri) S ha(ri) and y(ri) S hß(ri). Hence

y(ri) S h{min [«(«), ß{ri)]}. Thus y ä min {a, ß).

Again, a^max (a, B) and /S^max (a, ß). Let aï; y and ß^y. Then 3 recursive

Ai, h2 such that «(«)Shxy(ri) and ß(ri)Sh2y(ri). Hence

max [«(«), ß(ri)] S max [Aj^n), A2y(«)] = Ay(«)

where A = max (hx, h2). Hence, max (a, ß)^y.

Corollary. The lattice is distributive with ê as a I and A as aO.

Note 1. The symbol " 1 " will be reserved for the class of all unit sets. Fortunately,

in the case of "0", both the lattice and cardinality interpretation agree.

Note 2. In the theorem, any recursive function A of two variables such that

him, ri) ̂  max (m, ri) can be used instead of max to determine the intersection.

Note 3. The lattice is certainly not a Boolean algebra.

Corollary. If B^A and â=A then Sß(ß=B) and V«[/3(«)^a(n)]. Similarly if

B^Aandß=B, then {3a){â=A) andVn[ß(ri)Sct(ri)}.

These are trivial but convenient results to have. For example in part 1 if ß

is any representative of B then min [ß(ri), <x(ri)] is a representative of Bu A = B

by the theorem. Hence it can serve as the required ß. A similar argument applies

to part 2.

We now arrive at an important density theorem.

Theorem 3. If A and B are infinite, A<B-> (3H)(A <H<B). In fact there are

c mutually incomparable as well as c linearly ordered densities strictly between

A and B.

Remark. This result certainly illustrates that in spite of the size of the single

class ¿, A is quite rich.
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Proof. Choose representatives aeA and ßeB such that ß(n)?ia(ri) for all «.

We assume for convenience that if B=¿, then ß(ri) = 2n. Furthermore, since

A < Bit follows that (V recursive /)(3«)[a(«) >fiß(n)] and by an earlier remark even

that (V recursive/)(V«o)(3«)[«>«o and a(n)>fß(n)].

Consider the class of all pairs (/ /) where / is a recursive function and / is a

number. Since this class is countable it can be arranged in a sequence {(/, /,)}. We

shall construct a sequence «j, of numbers as follows :

Let m0 satisfy a(n) >fi0ß(n). Now suppose «z, has been defined. As a preliminary

technical point note that for m sufficiently high afa^+m^ß^mi+m). [Otherwise

ß is recursively bounded. Furthermore, even that case is ruled out by the choice

ß(n) = 2« and by the trivial remark that the function /(«) = a + n for a constant a is

not an upper bound to the function/(«) = 2«.] Now choose ml+x^mi+m such that

cc(mt+x)>fii+xß(mi+x).

Let c={A¡} be an arbitrary sequence of O's and l's. We define a function yc

as follows :

if « < m0,   yc(zz) = ß(n)

if ml S n < mi+x    and    ch = 1,   yc(n) = ß(n)

if mt ^ « < mi+x   and    ch = 0,

yc(ri) = max [a(mi) + (n-m^,ß(n)].

Note first that ß(n) :£ yc(n) á a(n). This follows since a is strictly increasing.

Furthermore, yc(n) is strictly increasing. In fact the sole purpose of the technical

point mentioned earlier is to ensure this in case yc(m¿) = a(z«¡) and yc(«z,+x)=ß(mt+x).

Intuitively speaking, yc is going up slowly in order to let ß catch up.

We now show the critical fact that (Vz')(a ̂  d/) <-> yc ̂  yd where the right hand

inequality is used in the density sense.

If V¡(c¡ 2: d¡), then d¡ = 1 -> c( = 1. Hence it follows immediately from the formula

that V«[yc(«)^ya(n)]. This implies that yc = yd in the density sense.

If 3/(c¡ <d¡) then choosey so that a"y=l and cy=0. Let g be an arbitrary recursive

function. Then (3z')(/ =g and /, =j). By the formula yc(«Zj) = a(«z¡) and yd(m)=ß(m^.

Therefore yc(nti) = a(m)>fiß(mi)=gyd(mi). Since g is arbitrary this shows that

ycj£y<¡ in the density sense.

It now follows that the map c^-yc is an order preserving mapping from the

class of sequences of O's and l's with its usual partial order into A. Also A-¿yc¿B.

Since order is preserved both ways the map is 1-1. The problem has now been

reduced to one in ordinary set theory. Note, incidentally, that the possibility that

yd = A or B for some d is no problem since subtracting at most 2 elements from a

set of cardinality c still leaves a set of cardinality c.

The class of sequences with the usual partial order is order isomorphic to the

class of all subsets of the integers where ^ is ordinary set inclusion. The proof of the

existence of a linearly ordered class of subsets of cardinality c is a well-known
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classical exercise. The proof of the existence of c mutually incomparable subsets

is simpler and is a good exercise for a graduate student. This completes the proof

of Theorem 3.

It is clear that the mapping c -> yc is not onto the set of all densities H satisfying

A S HS B. In fact, to show this we need only to reapply the previous theorem to yc

and yd where —\(3x)(c>x>d). Thus it does not follow from pure lattice theory

that the map preserves the lattice operations. However, this follows immediately

from the definition of yc and from Theorem 2. We have shown that between any

two infinite elements in A there is a sublattice isomorphic to the Boolean algebra

of subsets of a countable set. Incidentally it follows immediately that if the smaller

density is finite and the larger remains infinite all the results are still valid.

5. Addition and multiplication. It is convenient to use sets rather than functions

for the definitions of the algebraic operations. Addition will be defined as follows :

If A and B are two densities let a and B be representatives of A and B respectively

such that a n B= 0. Then

A+B = (a u B).

Note first that as opposed to the theory of R.E.T.'s separability conditions are not

required. Secondly, although the results in §3 suggest caution, it is still true that

disjoint representatives always exist. In fact {<*(«)} ~{2a(«)}{2~a(«)+l}. We now

show that the operation is well defined.

Lemma. If a n ß=a c\y=0 and ß^y then a u/S^a u y.

Proof. Choose a strictly increasing recursive A such that

(Vx){«fj9, A(x)] ^ n(y, x)}.

Since A(x) ä x clearly n[a, h(x)] ¡È n(a, x). Now because of disjointness the inequalities

may be added to obtain «fjS u a, h(x)]tn(y u a, x). This proves the lemma.

Because of the way ~ was defined we obtain as a corollary not only the fact

that the operation is well defined but that B^C^ A+B^A + C. As a further

remark this, of course, is an extension of the usual definition for ordinary numbers.

Proposition 1. Addition is associative and commutative with 0 as an identity

A S A+B, s + A = ê,       A+B = 0^A =0   and   B = 0,

A + n = B+n-^A = B.

Proof. Obvious.

Henceforth we let 00 denote ¿, 0 denote 0 and « denote the class of all « element

sets. It follows from an earlier remark that A=¿oo -* A<A + 1. Thus in one respect

all A^co are similar to "finite" objects (analogous to isols). Note that B^O —> B

Tzl ̂ - A+B^A + 1. Now assume A is infinite and A^co. Then by Theorem 3

(3H)(A<H<A + 1). Since H<A + l it follows from the previous remark that
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—\(3B)(H=A+B) even though A<H. Thus the order is not the same as the

natural one induced from the semigroup operation.

Multiplication is defined as in the theory of R.E.T.'s. Let a and ß be representa-

tives of A and B respectively. Then

AB = J(o~ß).

One difficulty in proving that multiplication is well defined is that there is no

guarantee that the function J(m, ri) -+J[a(m), B(n)] is increasing. We shall get

around this by means of the "scrambling" lemma.

Scrambling Lemma. If there exists a permutation y such that for some recursive

A, ß[y(n)] S h[a(ri)] for all n then ß^a.

Proof. Assume that h is strictly increasing. Then iSn -^- ß[y(i)]Sh[a(i)]

Sh[a(ri)}. Thus ß(i)Sh[a(n)] for at least «+1 numbers i, hence j8(n)^A[a(«)].

This completes the proof.

Lemma. Ifß à y, then J(a, B) ̂ J{a, y).

Proof. Suppose that (3 recursive A)(V«)[j8(«)SAy(«)]. Then

(Vm)(Vn){J[a(m), ß(n)] S h'J[a(m),y(ri)]}

where h'(x)=J[k(x), A/(x)]. The argument is completed by the scrambling lemma.

A similar argument shows that if a^ß then J(a, y)^J(ß, y). We thus obtain

not only the fact that multiplication is well defined but that A^B-^ AC^BC.

Note that the argument is essentially valid even if a or ß is finite. In that case we

can use the convention that the function corresponding to a finite set is defined on

an initial segment of the integers only and that the sentence (3h){ß(ri)Sh[a(n)]}

is automatically false if a is defined and ß is undefined and automatically true in all

other cases where not both a and ß are defined.

Proposition 2. Multiplication is commutative, associative, and distributive with

respect to addition, A + A = 2A, A1=A, F0=0.

Proof. Obvious, since the scrambling lemma takes care of the only possible

difficulties.

One interesting corollary of the scrambling theorem is that a 1-1 is reducible

to ß —> ß^a. Hence sets of the same 1-1 equivalence type have the same density.

6. Special subclasses of A.

Theorem 4. There exists a hyperimmune set with hyperimmune complement.

Proof. Let a(0)=0 and /?(0)=1. We define a and ß by induction. Arrange all

pairs (f, 8) in a sequence where/is a recursive function and 8=0 or 1. At each pair
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(/ S) we enlarge the domain of a and ß as follows. Suppose a is defined for i^n,

ß is defined for z'á« and we reach the pair (/ 0). Define

a(n +1) = max [«(«), ß(n),f(n +1)] +1

and

ß(n + i) = [max a(n), ß(n)] + i   for all i > 0

such that 8(« + z) ̂  max [<*(«), 8(«),/(« + l)]. (Intuitively, if we think of a and ,8

as boxes, a big number is put into a and all previous numbers not yet used into 8.

Of course "poor" 8 might not get anything at this step but it is sure to get numbers

at other steps.) At (/, 1) we reverse the role of a and 8 in the definition.

It is clear from the construction that a and 8 are complements and that neither

a nor ß is recursively bounded.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. 3A, Be A (A, /J/co and A+B=co).

Proof. Choose A = d and B=ß where a and 8 are the sets constructed in the

proof of Theorem 4.

This result illustrates an important difference between densities and isols.

Although as remarked earlier all A=£<x> are like finite objects, it is possible for

the sum of two such elements to be oo. We feel that this phenomenon of "super-

finiteness" is interesting mathematically and philosophically. Stretching one's

imagination one can think of such elements A and B as analogous to Philo's

intermediaries between God and Man.

Note that since A + oo = oo we have A+B=A + co although B^ oo. As a reminder

note that A<A + l.

As a result in the other direction we show

Proposition 3. A + A = ao -^- A=ao.

Proof. Let d=A. As a representative of A + A let us use the set

8 = {2«(«),2a(«)+l}.

Since A + A = co, (3 recursive «)(Vx){«[8, «(x)]} ä x. In particular n[ß, «(2x)]^2x.

Now by construction of 8 it is clear that 2«[a, x]^«[8, x]. Hence «[a, «(2x)]^x.

Since the function h(2x) is recursive this completes the proof.

Corollary. A + B=co -> A u l?=oo.

Proof. A u B^A and A u B^B. Hence (A u B) + (A u B)^A +B=co. Thus

by the previous result A u B=cc. (The other direction is too trivial to even bother

stating.)

We next study hyperimmune sets at the other end of the spectrum.

Definition 1. a(n) is strongly hyperimmune if

(V recursive «)(3«0)(V« ^ n0)[a(ri) > h(n)].
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Definition 2. a(h) is uniformly hyperimmune if

(V recursive «)(3«0)(V« ^ «0)[a(«+l) > ha(n)].

All uniformly hyperimmune sets are strongly hyperimmune. Existence of uni-

formly hyperimmune sets is easily seen. Enumerate the recursive functions {/,}

and let g„ = maxiSn/. Choose a(n+l)>gn[a(n)]. This is clearly always possible.

Then if «=/, we can choose «0 to equal z. In future/ g, h will always represent

strictly increasing recursive functions.

Proposition 4. If 6 is strongly hyperimmune and 8 ̂  a, then a is strongly hyper-

immune.

Proof. Choose / so that 8(«) ̂ fi[a(h)]. Let « be arbitrary. Since 8 is strongly

hyperimmune (3«0)(V«^«0)[8(«) >/«(«)]. Hence if n^«0, /[«(«)] S 8(«) >/«(«),

hence a(«) > h(n).

Corollary. 8 strongly hyperimmune and 6~c¡ —> a strongly hyperimmune.

The corollary enables us to carry over the concept to densities in the obvious

way, i.e. a density is strongly hyperimmune <-> its representatives are strongly

hyperimmune. Let As be the class of all strongly hyperimmune densities. It follows

from the previous proposition that BeAs and A S B -> A e As.

Proposition 5. If A e As and BeAs then A+BeAs.

Proof. Choose ae A and ßeB such that a n 8= 0. Let y=a u 8. Let « be

arbitrary. Choose «0 so that «>«0 implies a(«)>«(2«+l) and 8(«)>«(2« + l).

Then y(2«)^min [a(n), 8(«)]>«(2«+l). The first inequality follows from the

obvious fact that the only possible elements in y which are less than min [<*(«), 8(«)]

are a(0),..., a(n-l), 8(0),..., 8(«-l). A fortiori y(2« + l)>«(2« + l). Since

h(2n+l)>h(2n) this proves the result. Note that the above proposition together

with Theorem 4 guarantees the existence of densities ^ oo in A — As. This is also

easily seen directly.

We have shown that As is an ideal in A. Since AuB^A + B it follows that

A e As and B e As imply AxjBeAs. This can also be shown directly by means of

Theorem 2.

Uniformly hyperimmune sets behave in more complicated ways. First the ana-

logue of Proposition 4 fails. Let 8 be uniformly hyperimmune. Define a as follows :

a(2n)=ß(2n) and a(2«-l) = 8(2«)-l. Then 8(«)^a(«) for all « hence B^A.

However, a(2«) = a(2« — 1) +1 so that the required condition fails already for

h(n)=n + l. Nevertheless the corollary is still valid.

Proposition 6. If ß is uniformly hyperimmune and 8~a, then a is uniformly

hyperimmune.

Proof. Let « be arbitrary. Choose/and g so that

V«{8(«) Ú /[«(«)]}   and   V«{a(«) ̂  g[ß(n)]}.
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Choose «o so that for n£n0, ß(n+l)^fhgß(n). Thenf[a(n+l)]^ß(n+l)^fhgß(n)

^fha(ri). Hence a(n +1) ^ Aa(«).

A density is uniformly hyperimmune <-> its representatives are hyperimmune.

Let Au be the class of all uniformly hyperimmune densities. Then A„cAs. The

previous counterexample together with Proposition 4, shows that As—Au is non-

empty. Note that A+A is never in Au since a standard representative {2a(«)}

u {2a(«)+l} of A + A satisfies a(«-|-l) = a(«)+l infinitely often. The counter-

example also shows that {VB){3A){A S B and A $AU) because B may be arbitrary.

Thus intuitively speaking membership in Au is not a measure of "size". The prop-

erty is analogous to exponential absorption of A0 in the theory of cardinals,

i.e. it is like a cofinality type property.

Note that A+Be Au -> A eAu. This is obvious by using representatives a and

aU|8of^ and ,4-1-2? respectively.

The cancellation law (Theorem 5 in the sequel) was originally proved for

elements in Au. Although the importance of A„ has been diminished by the dis-

covery that the law remains valid for any element in As, we still feel that Au is a

significant class to study. In fact we shall prove that Au can be characterized as the

class of all infinite multiple free densities where we say that A is multiple free

iff -n(3 infinite B)(3C)(A = 2B+C).

First if A has the form 2B+C, A cannot be in A„ since 2B $AU. Conversely if

A $ Au and ne A then there exists an A and a strictly increasing sequence «¡ such

that a(nt+l)Sha(n/). We may assume that «¡+l^«¡ + 2. Then if B = {a(n/)}, y =

{a(«i -I-1)} and S = a—ß - y, it follows that ß=y and hence that A = 2ß+B.

We now prove the important cancellation law for densities in As.

Theorem 5. AeAs and A+B^A + C^ B^C, hence A eAs and A+B=A + C
-^B=C.

Proof. Choose a e A, ß e B, and y e C so that a n B=a r¡y= 0 and choose A

so that «[a u B, A(x)] ä zz[a u y, x] for all x. Our only hurdle is the possible exist-

ence of elements in a greater than x but not greater than A(x). We shall get around

this by using the function A'(x), the z'th iterate of A(x). Of course hx + \x) is strictly

increasing recursive.

Since A eAs, (3x0)(Vx^x0)[a(x)>A* + 1(x)], i.e. there are at most x elements in

a which are s;A*+1(x). Hence among the x4-l intervals, x<y^A(x), h{x)<y

Sh2{x)- ■ ■hi(x)<yShi + 1(x)- ■ •A*(x)<y^A*+1(x) at least one has no elements in a.

Suppose no elements yea satisfy A'(x)<y^Ai + 1(x). Now n[a u ß, Ai + 1(x)]

^zz[a u y, h'{x)]. We can conclude that n[ß, A' + 1(x)]^«[y, A'(x)] hence a fortiori

n[ß, A*+1(x)]^«[y, x]. We know this only for x^x0 but fortunately this suffices.

Hence ß^y and thus B^C.
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